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Emerging trends…

• What do I think they are?

• Despite appearances…

> Much more consistency

> Much more Govt action

… than is often seen/understood

• Biggest emerging issue that connects them;  Risk

• And why are maintenance and asset managers critical to 

getting right outcomes, mitigating risk and building a 

sophisticated and resilient response?



Industry engagement



Insight, from 
policy makers, 

practitioners and 
key influencers



Consistency…



In my view!, the civil service has been able to 
develop a consistent policy line flowing from 
Construction 2025 and formation of CLC

Key docs
- Construction 2025, 2013

- Modernise or Die (Farmer Review), 2016

- Project 13; From Transactions to Enterprises, 2017

- Transforming Infrastructure Performance (TIP), 2017

- Industrial Strategy, 2017

- McKinsey; Reinventing Construction, 2017

- Construction Sector Deal, 2018

Direction of travel;
→ Outcome & value





Transforming Infrastructure Performance (IPA, 2017) – p15

Wont work without asset

& maintenance managers

on board!

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transforming-infrastructure-performance


Industrial Strategy (2017), p197;

“In the months ahead the 
sector and the government 
will work to ensure 
construction projects 
across the public and 
private sectors are 
procured and built based 
on their whole life value, 
rather than just initial 
capital cost.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/industrial-strategy-building-a-britain-fit-for-the-future


How??



3 ‘Strategic 
Objectives’



… Supported by 3 ‘Strategic Enablers’

Procuring for Value is very significant

(Join our Linked In group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8830735/)

http://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/RLB-Procuring-for-Value-18-July-.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8830735/


Procuring for Value – principles are key

• Client-led

• Outcome-focussed

• Whole life costed

• Long-term

This is the space we are in as a transformational partner

- 20/25% of all newbuild, consistently, year on year

- HCA Global Accounts, Dec 2019: £5.5bn R&M

Every investment is an opportunity to deliver holistic outcomes



If this is a consistent direction of travel then 
the Government will have acted, won’t they?

(What have the Govt ever done for us…?)



So here’s what’s happened…

• CLC established; working with MHCLG & BEIS on 

strategic objectives + issues that affect the 98%. 

Now discussing next stage of Sector Deal

• ‘Presumption in Favour (of OSM)’, prep work from 

2017, live 2019 across 5 Govt depts.  Housing now 

being drawn in

• Smarter Infrastructure working group

• Transforming Construction; £170m allocated, 

2019-2023 (+£250m from industry)



‘Presumption in Favour’



Pitstop 1
• Easy to believe that construction and housing are in a constant 

state of flux

Grant Shapps, May 
2010 – Sept 2012

Source: Designing Buildings Wiki

https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/Construction_minister


… but consistency of policy and practice has emerged.

Strategic partnerships, MMC pilots, equity investment, 

infrastructure funding to enable homebuilding

Predominant focus on units

Lack of challenge (eg holistic outcomes)

Lack of routemap (eg Future Homes Std, retrofit)

… but enough to suggest that we’ll need to add a ‘procuring 

for value’ approach to our capabilities 

• Not necessarily coherent, all of the time, eg Homes England;



Other trends

(Back in more familiar territory…)

→ Several areas where we can step back and think 

about how significant they are and what impact they 

are likely to have.  Important because:

- We need to have a view/response

- They pose significant cultural challenge

- They create risk



“Without more 
builders, Britain 
will have to find 
cleverer ways of 
building”

Source: Economist, 20 Oct 2016

Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)

http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21709029-peg-homes-could-solve-shortage-houses-and-builders-prefabs-sprout


Digital construction (BIM)

• The king of value propositions, but approached almost 

entirely in terms of cost

• You don’t manage properties, you manage information

• What information you want

• When you want it

• What format you want it in



https://www.linkedin.com/f
eed/update/urn:li:activity:6
402859956399337472/

Digital construction (BIM)

… and underpins 

Golden Thread

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6402859956399337472/


Carbon

(as opposed to sustainability – and I’m an ex-Environmental 

Sustainability Officer)

Climate Emergencies, national targets, international obligations

… and specific role of housing as manageable source of reduction

→ Future Homes Standard via Building Regs 2025, with initial 

enabling via BR 2020.  Scope:

- Primary energy (vs TFEE/TER)

- Decarbonisation of heating

- Overheating

- Post-occupancy Evaluation



→ Future Homes Standard 2025

• Compare with existing practice

• Can’t argue with building physics

… and risk emerges at each point

Opportunity

➢ Cross-over between the competencies and capabilities to 

make this work, and those needed for deep retrofit

But

➢ Lead-in time; 4 years is not very long



Talent attraction
• Millennials now joining workforce (and as customers)

• Values and expectations are different

• Use of technology

• We need them; resilience, renewal

So…

- How do we engage with them?  What’s our offer?

- Significance of values and practice



Productivity

• Real priority for Govt

Source; Farmer 
Review (2016), 
Modernise or Die, 
p14



“the dire productivity problem that is 
holding Britain back”

“Britain's productivity growth is woeful”

“the broader problem facing the British 
economy is… its notoriously weak 

productivity growth.”

Productivity series, part 4
“Why the construction industry is a poster child for 

feeble productivity growth”



But how well do we understand 
productivity?

Graphic source; Richard Daley, Turner & Townsend Suiko - Lean in 
Construction presentation, Newcastle, 3.10.2017
https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-daley-3ab6903/

EBFaC

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-daley-3ab6903/


Realistically, where is our focus at tender stage?



Productivity –

so what?

• Operational cost effectiveness

- Some very significant challenges on the horizon

- These will require financial capacity, but Govt is not going to 

fund or regulate the sector back into a ‘safe space’

• Our narrative

- Are we prepared to have difficult conversations outside our 

comfort zone?



Pitstop 2

Emerging trends within construction

‘Hidden’: Govt policy and practice → ‘Procuring for Value’

Plus:
- MMC
- Digital construction
- Carbon
- Talent attraction & organisational renewal
- Productivity



So what about Grenfell?



Grenfell

Inside Housing, 9 July 2018 - link

• Unquestionably horrific

But a trend?

- Outcome requirements likely to be regulated (BR2020, Social Hsg WP)

→ Cultural challenge; clienting, agency

• Symptomatic of 

dependence on regulation?

• ‘Golden Thread’; did we 

really have to be regulated?

https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/comment/the-sector-needs-to-realise-it-created-the-client-culture-that-led-to-grenfell--57105


Risk



Risk

Recap trends:

PFV, MMC, Digital construction, Carbon & Productivity

→ Cultural challenge, or tangible risk, or both

Collective outcomes if we fail;

- Occupant health & life opportunities

- Fabric damage & operational cost

- Reputational, including our narrative

Eg…



Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)

- Not so snappy, much more complex

- And MMC is one of a number of potential operational responses

• This is NOT a strategic question.  The strategic question is:

‘what performance, quality and outcomes do you want over the 

term of your asset plan?’

… but MMC is risky and is a value proposition

And stuff isn’t better just because its built in a 

factory; its better because a client knows 

what outcome they want, how to procure it 

and can measure what is delivered



“… Mr Nickless has 
experienced a litany of 
problems with his home.  
Among the most serious are 
leaky pipes and poor 
ventilation, which have caused 
damp so severe that his 
daughter has been hospitalised 
twice, and may have 
permanent health issues as a 
result”

Inside Housing, Circle of despair, Feb 2017

Carbon and Newbuild



Thermal bridging, post-retrofit 
(Pre-1919 dwelling)

Carbon and Retrofit



• Technical competence/understanding of retrofit risk
• Lowest capital cost tendering
• Dependence on regulation
• Grant rules determining scope and design of project
• Specification (input) not outcome focus
• Lack of post-occupancy monitoring and evaluation

Carbon and Retrofit

Fishwick, Preston; CESP 
scheme.
Kate de Selincourt, 2018
Link

https://passivehouseplus.ie/news/health/disastrous-preston-retrofit-scheme-remains-unresolved


Digital construction (BIM)

‘I spend half a day a week looking through handover sheets for 

information’; c.£100,000 over 30 years

‘We can’t manage the properties without information’

But success is absolutely dependent on active 

and sophisticated clienting

• NOT a technical challenge; culture, practice, collaboration, 

supply chain engagement and development

• EIRs are product of genuinely challenging process



PFV, Productivity;

More opportunity than risk?

• We have c.5 years of certainty (!)

• Digital construction, client leadership, holistic value, creating 

resilient supply chains, good quality, safe, risk-managed homes, 

heated at reasonable cost in sustainable communities…



→ We don’t need regulation to do any of this

And regulation is not risk management and client competence

Role of subsidy?

- Have we really challenged ourselves (TIP, p15)?

- Role of operational cost effectiveness/holistic outcomes



Operational Expenditure
Capital 

Expenditure
(based on 

BRLC)

Year 1 Year 30

Focus and 
measurement 
tend to be 
here…
Input-focussed, 
short term

But our values rest here





Year 1 Year 30

So totex is much more significant

• But significant gap in understanding, practice, culture

However, creates opportunity 
for new narrative

(PIF + )



Why we absolutely 
need you on board…



Learning 
loop

Design
£1

Build
£10

Operate
£100

RIBA PoW Stage

0.
Strategic 

Definition

1.
Prepara-

tion & 
Brief

2.
Concept 
Design

3.
Develop-
ed Design

4.
Technical 

Design

5.
Construc-

tion

6.
Handover 

& Close 
out

7.
In use



Year 1 Year 30

Totex

• ??Novation

• Site-based in-house team (monitoring, mentoring, 

establishing standards, feed back learning

• Supply chain engagement & development

• Post-Occupancy Monitoring & Evaluation

• Post-project Review

• Digital construction (BIM) and EIRs



• Quality, performance, risk, outcome & value; this 

should be focus of discussion

Start with where you want to be

• Value should have a ‘clear line of sight’, from 

inception to operation

• Resilient culture

- But conscious choice!

→ Talent attraction; challenge & renewal



Concluding Thoughts…



Concluding Thoughts…

Alistair Dryburgh, Chief Contrarian, Akenhurst

“Schumpeter famously talked about ‘creative destruction’, but let’s 
not forget that for every person turned on by ‘creative’ there are 10 
turned off by ‘destruction’.”



BAU  →  BAU Slightly Better  →  Change



“Average has a long 
half-life”

• But BAU Slightly 
Better is not 
going to be 
adequate 
looking ahead



Concluding Thoughts…

“Well done vs well intentioned”
David Adams, Melious Homes

Energiesprong site, 
Nottingham - link

https://www.energiesprong.uk/projects/nottingham


Thank you.
See you at the 
next conference!

Tom.Jarman@waterstons.com
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